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Abstract
In china, atmospheric storage tanks are not included in the management of special equipment,
and therefore they are not required to be inspected compulsorily. There is larger difference
between China and developed countries on atmospheric storage tank inspection technique than
the other techniques on the inspection of pressure vessels. It is widely believed that the strength
worsening and perforation of the tank is mainly caused by the serious corrosion at the bottom
surface of tank floor. The present development of nondestructive testing on atmospheric storage
tank was analyzed systematically in this paper, in which the principle, present status, the usage of
inspection equipments and the application of the magnetic flux leakage testing and acoustic
emission testing techniques on atmospheric storage tanks were mainly introduced. The problems
existing in the inspection equipments usage were discussed. A practice for inspecting and
evaluating atmosphere storage tanks using these testing methods was proposed.
Keywords: Atmospheric storage tank, Magnetic flux leakage testing, Acoustic emission testing,
Leakage
1. Introduction
Atmospheric storage tanks, as a simply-structure, low-cost, small-investment, convenient
management means of storage, are the important tools to store crude oil, oil product, petroleum
chemicals and petrochemical raw material etc that have been widely used in these fields of
industry, national defense, petroleum, petrochemical etc. They always work under the change of
environment and liquid level all the years, and most of their storage medium is combustible,
explosive, corrosive and volatile. Obviously the material aging and corrosion etc are inevitably
come into being, especially the corrosion perforation and crack propagation caused by chemical
and electrochemical corrosion of environment make tanks safety drop greatly. Furthermore the
medium leakage accidents easily happen and result in serious economy loss and environment
pollution.
Tank safety is very important. For example in April 1995 perforation of one tank floor
caused a great kerosene leakage accident in City Xiamen, China[1]; In Sept. 1999 perforation of
one tank floor caused 2 tons chloro-sulfate leakage accident and pollute environment seriously in
City Zibo, China[2]; In Jul. 1997 leakage and explosion of one tank floor perforation result in 8
persons die and more than 60000 m2 district burn in City Beijing, China and so on[3]. Corrosion
is one of main reasons to make the potential safety troubles of tanks, and corrosion in the tank
floor is most common and serious. Literature [1] reported: the crude storage tanks shutdown
reach to more than 80 percent of the whole because of leakage and perforation caused by

corrosion which most occurs at the bottom surface of tank floors[4].
At present the design for the atmospheric storage tanks develops towards the tendency of
large storage capability and centralized emplacement all over the world with the advantages of
low-cost, small-investment and convenient management. However the corresponding danger
increase, so how to use high-efficient inspection methods to ensure the atmospheric storage tanks
safety to a greatest extent is an important and urgent problem which the tank owners care about
very much.
In china, atmospheric storage tanks are not included in the management of special equipment,
and therefore they are not required to be inspected compulsorily. There is larger difference
between China and developed countries on atmospheric storage tank inspection technique than
the other techniques on the inspection of pressure vessels. The inspection for atmospheric storage
tanks is poorly supported by the corresponding standards and codes, so that the difficulty of
atmospheric storage tanks inspection is very bigger than other pressure vessels and boilers.
2. Magnetic Flux Leakage Testing Technique
2.1 Basic principle
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principle is shown in Figure.1.
Figure 1. Basic principle of MFL testing
After material magnetized, if its
surface is smooth without defects,
magnetic flux totally passes the magnetic circuit as shown in Figure 1 (a); on the other hand if
there is a defect in the material, the magnetic permeability near the defect descends and
contrarily the reluctance rises, furthermore results in the deformation of magnetic field near the
defect as shown in Figure 1 (b). Then the magnetic flux is divided into three parts: 1. small part
that passes through the defect; 2.most part that passes around the flaw; 3.other part that departs
from the top and bottom surfaces and passes around the defect through air. The third part is
magnetic flux leakage which can be collected through sensors. Eventually the defect information
can be obtained by means of analyzing the magnetic flux leakage signals and founding the
quantitative relation between leakage magnetic field and defect.

2.2 Present development of magnetic flux leakage technique
For many years the research work mainly focuses on three parts: 1. theoretical model and
numerical representation of leakage magnetic field of defects; 2.the relation between signals of
leakage magnetic field and defect features; 3.research on MFL instrument[5].
In 1933 Zuchlug firstly put forward the idea that measuring magnetic flux leakage by
magnetic sensor, but until 1947 MFL testing technique was widely admitted after Hastings
designed a set of MFL testing equipment[6]. In the 1950s German Forster institute manufactured
a series of MFL equipments for inspecting welding seam, steel tube and bar. Later in 1965
American Tuboscope Corporation successively manufactured two kinds of MFL testing
equipments for inspecting seamless steel tube[7,8].
With time passing, the first generation MFL equipment with capacity of 500m2 per day and
inspecting thickness 15mm for tank floors was launched in 1990. Nowadays, tank floor

inspection equipment of Floormap series developed by British Silver Wing Corporation is rather
successful and widely imported by domestic inspection organizations; the Floormap series can
real-timely display equivalent depth of defect with detecting capacity for corrosion defect above
20% of tank floor plate thickness.
The study and application of MFL testing technique starts much later in china than foreign
countries. since 1990s, our country also accelerated the inspection and research for tank floor.
Tsinghua university[9], Huazhong university of science and technology[10], Shenyang polytechnic
university[11] and Daqing petroleum college[12] successively developed own tank floor MFL
equipments and successfully applied to practical inspection. But according to practical
application, many aspects still lags behind foreign countries greatly such as performance,
stability, sensitivity, location accuracy, quantitative accuracy and operability etc. Thus our
scientific and technical personnel still continue to further research and accumulate experiences to
narrow the gap with foreign countries as soon as possible.
2.3 Effect factors of MFL sensitivity
Since Zhejiang Provincial
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research
institute
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Figure 2. Inspection result of a tank floor plate by MFL technique
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of storage floors perfectly.
Figure 3. Actual pictures of the top and bottom surfaces of
Figure 2 shows an inspection result
a tank floor plate
with about 70% thickness loss at the
bottom surface of a tank floor plate, the actual pictures of the top and bottom surfaces of the
plate are shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) respectively.
According to practical application effect, MFL sensitivity is still influenced by many
factors[13-17] described as following:
(1) Magnetic field strength generated by equipment. Magnetic field strength directly
influences the magnetized degree of tank floor plate, and moreover decides the leakage magnetic
field of defect because the leakage magnetic field of defect is completely determined by the
magnetized degree of tank floor plate. The thickness of inspected tank floors is more big, then
the required magnetic field strength is also more strong, otherwise it is very difficult to find the
defects at the bottom surface. For the tank floors thickness less than and equal to 12mm, the
effect is ideal and can be accepted by tank owners for the present MFL equipments all over the
world; but for the tank floors thickness more than 12mm, the sensitivity and accuracy is very low

which should be solved emphatically for our scientific and technical personnel in future.
(2) Direction, position and dimension of defect. If the defect is perpendicular to the direction
of magnetized field, the leakage magnetic field is so strong that the defect is easiest to be found;
on the contrary if the defect is parallel to the direction of magnetized field, the leakage magnetic
field is almost zero, then the defect is impossible to be found. For the same defect, the leakage
magnetic field is most strong when the defect position is located at the top surface of tank floors,
and gradually decreases with the position depth increasing. The ratio of depth and width can also
influence leakage magnetic field. It is more bigger, the leakage magnetic field is more strong.
Thus we should scan the tank floors along different direction to find defect more accurately in
practical application.
(3) Anticorrosive coating. The inspection sensitivity is affected greatly by anticorrosive
coating thickness. The inspection sensitivity rapidly decreases with increasing of anticorrosive
coating thickness. For the present MFL equipments all over the world, the efficient defect signals
is hardly obtained if the anticorrosive coating thickness is more than 6mm. Thus the rust piece,
especially the dropped and tilted, must be wiped off in practical application.
(4) Surface roughness. Surface roughness can cause height change between equipment
sensors and inspected surface, furthermore influence the consistency of inspection sensitivity. In
addition, electronic noises caused by equipment vibration affect inspection results too.
(5) False defect. False defect usually means weld beading. We should observe with eyes and
record to eliminate its influence.
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Figure 4. Basic principle of AE testing
wave reaches an interface some of the
incident energy will be transmitted into the adjoining medium, some will be reflected, and some
will be converted into a surface wave, which will propagate along the boundary. The surface
wave propagating at an external boundary can be detected by an appropriate transducer placed on
or very close to the material surface. The transducer produces an electrical pulse which can be
analyzed to provide information about the original acoustic emission source and, hence, facts
about the structure. This electrical signal may be analyzed in either the time domain or the
frequency domain to provide a framework to determine much of the information contained in a
signal. This is acoustic emission technique (AET). If the background noises and other additional
information are considered, the basic principle of AE is described as Figure 4.
3.2 Present development of acoustic emission technique
In the 1950s Kaiser firstly began the research work and found the AE phenomenon which

exists in the deformation process of many materials such as copper, zinc, aluminum, lead, Tin,
cast iron and steel etc. Furthermore the Kaiser effect is derived that AE signal can not be
generated before the stress reaches to the maximum previous stress when material is loaded
again. Dunegan, American scientist, initially used AE to inspect pressure vessels and was
devoted to the research and development of AE instrument subsequently in the 1970s. With AE
development, the first, second and third generation AE instruments come out in succession. Up
to now American Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC), Germany Vallen Corporation and
Chinese Shenghua Corporation own the third generation AE products that not only AE
parameters can be measured real-timely, AE sources can be located but also AE waveform can
be displayed, recorded and analyzed too. According to Drouillard’s statistical result, the
published AE papers haves exceeded 5000[19,20].
In China, since 1970 the AET has been gradually researched and widely used in many fields
such as petroleum, petrochemical, electric power, aerospace, railway and mechanical
manufacture etc[21]. In the middle of 1980s Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspection Center of
Ministry of Labor took the lead in importing AE SPARTAN type instrument manufactured by
American PAC. In the middle of 1990s Beijing Aeronautical Technology Research Center and
Beijing Material & Technology institute imported the third generation AE MISTRAS2000 type
instrument which increases the function of AE signal waveform storage manufactured by
American PAC too. In 2002 China Special Equipment Inspection and Research Institute
imported 36-channel ASM5 type AE instrument which not only pattern recognition can be
analyzed based on waveform but also tank floor plate leakage can be inspected.
The research for AE instrument is not late in our country. In the end of 1970s the
single-channel AE instrument was manufactured successfully by Shenyang electronic institute.
In the middle of 1980s the 32-channel AE instrument which controlled with microprocessor was
manufactured by Changchun Institute of Testing Machines. In 1995 the first world Multi-channel
(2-64) AE instrument which PC-AT bus for hardware and Windows interface for software are
employed was manufactured by Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspection Center of Ministry of
Labor. In 2000 the full-waveform all-digital Multi-channel AE instrument based on large-scale
programmable integrated circuit (FPGA) was manufactured by Chinese Shenghua Corporation
too[22].
To analyze and recognize signal character and determine the location of AE source is the
main purpose for AE inspection. For AE signal analysis, presently expect for general classic AE
signal parameter, modal analysis, classical spectral analysis, modern spectral analysis, wavelet
analysis and neural network based on waveform were researched in China, and some advanced
technology such as pattern recognition, grey correlation analysis and fuzzy analysis are also used
for AE signal parameter analysis[23-25]. In addition, our country independently developed some
software packages for signal analysis and pattern recognition. The character and safety level of
AE source can be directly obtained through these achievements above without recheck with
other conventional nondestructive testing methods.
Our country established AE professional committee in 1978, and the first national AE
conference was held in City Huangshan in 1979. At present our country has been held
successfully 11 national AE conferences with about 40-50 papers and 60-80 persons each time.
Currently AE technique has been widely applied to pressure vessels and pressure pipes in
America, Japan and Europe etc[26]. Since 1980 the relational AE standards that include
terminology, instrument performance testing and testing methods etc were made and
promulgated in succession. America formally took Composite and metal materials standard into
Article 11 and 12, Section 5, ASME Code in 1989[27,28].
Recently AE technique is attempted to the application for storage tank floor in America and
Japan etc, and some achievements have been gained. Compared with other testing methods, it is

an online, economic method not need to shutdown the inspected tank and clean the tank floor,
even the probability of missed inspection is almost zero. Thus this method has good development
prospect. But the technique used in storage tank floors just starts in China, We should continue to
fumble and perfect it through further research and field application.
The promulgated time of AE and MFL standards is far lagging behind that of other
conventional nondestructive testing methods in China, more behind that of foreign countries.
Recently some relational AE and MFL standards have been promulgated in succession such as
JB/T 10764-2007 “Non-destructive testing - Acoustic emission testing and evaluation of
atmospheric pressure metal storage tanks” and JB/T 10765-2007 “Non-destructive testing Magnetic Flux Leakage testing of atmospheric pressure metal storage tanks”. With the
application of the two above standards, the testing technique level will be certainly improved,
furthermore it is very important to standardize the testing procedure even reduce storage tank
accidents in our country.
3.3 Location precision discussion
During the process of usage of storage tank, tank floor is the most destructive place where
encounters damage and makes matters. When inspecting storage tank floor by AE technique, the
useful active AE source is necessary. Whether corrosion, the main defect manner, can create the
useful active AE source or not is very important. Experiences indicate that it is feasible to inspect
tank floor by AE technique. However, applications of testing storage tanks are not so successful
compared to AE testing of pressure vessels because of the shorter history of AE application on
tank floors, relative immature mechanism or theory of acoustic emission sources, and other
difficulties, i.e. they generally have larger diameters (up to 100 meters and over), loading
conditions are limited and the floors are inaccessible, and false source locations and lost source
locations are easy to occur. Sensors with lower frequencies have to be adopted to acquire data
from floors to minimize the propagation Table 1. The storage tank floor integrality level of AE
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spacing, even if more noises are easy to
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safety level
integrality
running period (year)
make the interpretation of testing data
A
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6 years
and the integrity assessment of tank
B
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6 years
C
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less than and equal to 3 years
floors more difficult.
D
bad
less
than and equal to 1 years
The difference of AE in the pressure
E
very
bad
immediately
shutdown
vessels and the storage tank floors
mainly lies in:
a. Generated mechanism of AE sources
b. Collected frequency of signals
c. Location method of AE sources
d. Inspection process
e. Requirement and analysis method
AE technique is a quick online
inspection method for storage tank floors
which reaches to or approaches inspection
period to evaluate corrosion and leakage
location and placement of AE
status, ultimately provide the priority Figure 5. Sensors
technique for tank floor
sequence of maintain to tank owners
according to the integrality level as shown Table 1[29].
Generally, based on tank diameter and impurity sediment of medium, a quantity of sensors
with 30-60 KHz frequencies are placed on the tank shells which is 0.2-0.5m apart from tank floor,

as shown in Figure 5. It is about 2 hours to monitor with above 80% medium height, then obtain
the status and position of corrosion or leakage zone, finally provide safety level of storage tank
floor to tank owners. However, the operators should possess excellent professional knowledge
and plenty of practical inspection experiences[30,31].
Obviously AE testing of tanks can offer considerable financial, safety and environmental
benefits without draining or incurring extensive down time, and generally only the areas with
problems need to be maintained, thereby minimizing costs. Otherwise, opening a tank for
inspection and repair introduces oxygen into the tank; the corrosion process starts all over again
when it is put back into service. Therefore, AE testing has many benefits such as online testing,
global monitoring, rapid inspection, and cost reduction.
For many years we have inspected plenty of storage tank floors by AE testing. According to
inspection results, we found there are still some problems in location precision. The location
precision in the range of 10-20% should be ideal in the theoretical view[30]. In most cases it can
be satisfied by selecting suitable inspection time, right instrument parameters etc; however the
factors such as electronic noises and medium may influence the location precision. Generally it
is very difficult in the location analysis of storage tank floors compared to that of pressure
vessels. For example if the location precision is in the range of 10-20% as described above, the
actual corrosion or leakage defects should be displayed on the screen in the range of 3-6m apart
from true position for a tank with 28.5m diameter. Although the relative error is small, the
absolute error value is large that obviously can not be accepted by tank owners. In most cases,
above 95% accuracy can be reached for “good tanks” of A or B level by AE evaluation, but there
still exists small quantity, about 10-20%, of “good tanks” in the “bad tank” of D or E level
because of some reasons such as wrong inspection time, insufficient medium height, structural
deformation and background noise and so on. Furthermore, there also exists small quantity of
“good tanks” or “bad tanks” in the “middle tanks” of C level. Based on statistical results, the
quantity of “good tanks” of A or B level generally exceed 50% of the all inspected tanks, i.e.
more than 50% of storage tanks are unnecessary to shutdown for immediate maintenance, and
these tanks can continue to run several years, only less than 20% of them need to shutdown for
further examination and repair. Thus maintain costs can be saved greatly for tank owners.
But based on AE results if we recheck these “good tanks” in the “bad tanks” with other
conventional nondestructive testing methods, the unnecessary expenses is spent; on the other
hand if we do not recheck these “bad tanks” in the “good tanks”, there exists potential danger in
these tanks. Obviously tank owners do not hope the appearance of these issues above.
In summary, the primary effect of AE testing is to solve the problem that tank floors have
corrosion and leakage or not. Furthermore, AE technique may greatly reduce the serious
corrosion and leakage accidents.
4. Flowchart of Comprehensive Inspection and Evaluation Technique for Atmospheric
Storage Tanks
As a kind of rapid, online, global testing method, AE technique can find defects of storage
tank floor, and may decrease the tank quantities for opening test to a greatest extent, thereby
minimizing costs. Furthermore for these tanks need opening test, MFL testing technique may be
adopted in the tank floors inspection to provide tank owners more scientific evaluation. In
addition, for the corrosion inspection of tank wall and roof plates, a kind of remote access
ultrasonic crawler is gradually instead of conventional ultrasonic thickness measurement method.
The crawler such as Scorpion DCP manufactured by British Sliver Wing Corporation is suitable
for rugged surfaces of ferromagnetic materials and designed to allow cost effective without the
need for costly scaffolding and wiping anticorrosive coating off.
The combinations of the three techniques above will certainly be inevitable trend of

development for storage tank testing in future. They have good application prospect. A
recommended practice for inspecting and evaluating atmosphere storage tanks was proposed as
shown Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Flowchart of comprehensive inspection and evaluation technique for atmospheric storage tanks

5.Conclusions
(1) As a quick online inspection method, AE technique can obtain the corrosion and leakage
status and safety level of atmospheric storage tank floors, ultimately provide the priority
sequence of maintain to tank owners. In summary, the primary effect of AE technique is
to solve the problem that tank floors have corrosion and leakage or not. Furthermore,
usually may greatly reduce the serious corrosion and leakage accidents.
(2) MFL technique can obtain the accurate location and thickness loss of corrosion defects
in storage tank floors, even in the bottom surface. It may eliminate the influence of
man-made factors, decrease heavy labor intensity and hold many advantages of high
efficiency, fast speed, strong applicability and permeability without the need for costly
scaffolding and wiping anticorrosive coating off, furthermore guide the repair of storage
floors perfectly.
(3) The combinations of AE, MFL and ultrasonic crawler techniques will certainly be
inevitable trend of development for atmospheric storage tank testing in future.
Application of theses techniques can provide tank owners scientific accurate evaluation
and optimal maintain scheme to ensure atmospheric storage tank safety. Thus these
techniques have good application prospect.
(4) AE, MFL and ultrasonic crawler techniques used in atmospheric storage tanks
inspection just starts in China, many aspects still lags behind foreign countries greatly
such as theory, instrument performance, operability and evaluation method etc. Our
scientific and technical personnel still continue to further research and accumulate
experiences to narrow the gap with foreign countries as soon as possible.
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